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Burger Warfare 

On Battleground Avenue in Greensboro, North Carolina, there’s a burger skirmish going on. Not between competitors but 

within an imaginative new concept restaurant named Burger Warfare. The dining establishment is a Wall E meets 

Terminator type of place, where giant robots greet customers and digital camo covers the walls. Part future, part past, 

it’s all about fun and food. The project began more than a year ago, under the vision of real estate developer and 

restaurateur Marty Kotis, who wanted to create an exciting dining establishment for a city that lacked entertaining dining 

options. More than creating a restaurant for a certain demographic, Kotis wanted an establishment that was fun, and 

kept people talking long after the burgers and shakes were consumed. 

“ATI WAS GREAT TO WORK WITH. THEY WERE EXCITED ABOUT THE PROJECT 
AND HAD JUST THE RIGHT PRODUCT TO MAKE SEVERAL AREAS POP THAT 
OTHERWISE WOULD HAVE BEEN OVERLOOKED.” – MARTY KOTIS 

 

THE DESIGN CHALLENGE: 

Two challenges faced designers at Burger Warfare. The first challenge involved wall coverings. The restaurant’s walls 

are covered in a hand-painted, digital camouflage pattern that extends throughout the restaurant and into the restroom 

waiting area. Kotis planned to take the digital camo feel into the restrooms to fully immerse diners in the concept, but 

hand-painting wasn’t an option. A tightly-spaced, moisture-laden environment called for something more durable. The 

second challenge was the restaurant’s bar front. Kotis wanted to depict the rolling wheels of a tank tread across the 

front. Whatever material he used must have custom artwork abilities, plus meet sanitation codes and handle the knee 

and shoe scuffing that bar fronts must endure. 
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OUR SOLUTION: 

So Kotis turned to ATI for surfaces that would meet the aesthetic needs of the establishment, but withstand the wear 

and tear of a business that’s open seven days a week. “ATI was great to work with,” said Kotis. “They were excited about 

the project and had just the right product to make several areas pop that otherwise would have been overlooked.” 

 

LOCATION Greensboro, NC 

PRODUCT Fusion Wall Panels 

FORMULA Custom Art + LuxCore™ 

DESIGNER Complex Builders 

CATEGORY Fusion, Wall Panels 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.decorativeceilingtiles.net/fusion/
https://www.decorativeceilingtiles.net/wall-panels/

